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Before the Independent Hearings Panel 
at Christchurch 

 
under: the Resource Management Act 1991 and the Canterbury 

Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) 
Order 2014 

in the matter of: Submissions and further submissions in relation to the 
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and: The Chapter 9:  Natural and Cultural Heritage – 
Stage 3 proposal 

and: Greg & Mia Gaba 
Submitter 3639 / FS-5060 

and: Tailorspace Property Limited 
Submitter 3718 / FS-5061 

and: The Roman Catholic Bishop of the Diocese of 
Christchurch 
Submitter 3692 / FS-5007 
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JOINT MEMORANDUM OF COUNSEL FOR GREG & MIA GABA, THE 
ROMAN CATHOLIC BISHOP OF THE DIOCESE OF CHRISTCHURCH 
AND TAILORSPACE PROPERTY LIMITED 

May it please the Panel: 

1 This memorandum is filed on behalf of the following parties (the 
Submitters): 

1.1 Greg and Mia Gaba (the Gabas), submitter 3639; 

1.2 Tailorspace Property Limited (Tailorspace), submitter 3718;  
and 

1.3 The Roman Catholic Bishop of the Diocese of Christchurch 
(the Diocese), submitter 3692. 

2 It relates to the proposed Chapter 9 Natural and Cultural Heritage 
hearing.   

3 The purpose of this memorandum is to invite the Panel to undertake 
a site visit of each of the Submitters’ properties and to seek leave to 
cross-examine an additional witness.   

Site visits  
4 The Submitters are seeking relief with respect to the following 

properties: 

4.1 The Gabas’ residential property at 25 Helmores Lane;  

4.2 Tailorspace’s property, the Public Trust Building at 152 Oxford 
Terrace;  and 

4.3 The Diocese’s Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament at 
122 Barbadoes Street (the Cathedral). 

Gabas 
5 The Gabas seek delisting of their property and/or to make all 

earthquake repair and reconstruction and work deconstruction a 
controlled activity.   

6 In rebuttal evidence Fiona Wykes for Christchurch City Council 
(CCC) confirmed that on the basis the Gabas would be proceeding 
with the repair methodology set out in Mr Gilmore’s evidence 
(which was the basis of the Gabas’ insurance settlement) the 
building would no longer meet the threshold for heritage listing. 

7 The Gabas have not occupied their house since the earthquakes and 
have only just settled their insurance claim after very lengthy 
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delays.  They now wish to move to repair in accordance with the 
methodology underpinning their insurance settlement. 

8 The engineer for CCC and Gabas’ engineers have subsequently 
discussed the potential for repair works to be carried out differently 
to that advised to the insurer so as to retain some heritage values of 
the east wing only.  This was outlined by Mr Marriott for CCC, 
and Ms Wykes in cross-examination.  It has not been costed. 

9 It should be clarified that notwithstanding that Mr Marriott and 
Mr Gilmore may believe that the house could be repaired 
differently the clients’ instructions to counsel have not been 
amended and they wish to proceed with the repair methodology 
advised to their insurer. 

10 In light of this we consider that the Panel would benefit from a site 
visit to view the extent of the east wing in the context of the 
balance of the house and the property setting and to consider the 
impact on the east wing of the works set out in Mr Gilmore’s 
evidence which was the basis of their insurance claim. 

Tailorspace 
11 There appears to be agreement between Tailorspace and CCC that 

the building is so damaged, and repair so uneconomic so as not to 
warrant continued listing as demolition is inevitable.   

12 However, there is disagreement over whether the façade should be 
listed and as to the activity status with which would apply to any 
application to demolish the façade. 

13 Tailorspace invites the Panel to conduct a site visit to view the 
building and in particular the façade, including from inside, in light 
of the evidence of costs to retain the façade, the practical difficulties 
outlined with respect to retaining the façade in the context of 
attractiveness to tenants of a new building, Mr Oldfield’s evidence 
of the works that would need to be done to the façade which would 
impact on its heritage values.   

14 This latter point is important as there is no assessment in CCC’s 
evidence as to the heritage values that would be retained if 
Mr Oldfield’s façade retention option is implemented so the Panel 
will need to assess this for themselves in light of Mr Oldfield’s 
engineering evidence. 

15 The Panel is also invited to visit the site to consider the Public Trust 
building in the context of the other buildings and empty sites in this 
Central City block, the recovery of which are currently hindered by 
continued uncertainty regarding demolition of the Public Trust 
building including its facade. 
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The Diocese 
16 The Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament cannot be entered as the 

structure remains dangerous and demolition is currently underway.   

17 The Cathedral grounds can be accessed from the South and this 
would give a clear view of the extent of the damage, albeit from a 
distance.  It would also allow the Panel to view the Cathedral’s 
setting.  The Diocese considers that the view from the South end 
would give the Panel an understanding of the scale of the issue the 
Diocese is working with. 

Arrangements 
18 If the Panel determines that site visits would be beneficial we will 

liaise with the Secretariat as to a suitable time for visits to be 
undertaken.  A visit to the Public Trust building would need to 
involve a representative of Tailorspace and/or an engineer for health 
and safety reasons. 

19 With regard to the Gaba property it has not been occupied since the 
earthquakes.  However, Mr Bonis can arrange access. 

Leave to cross examine an additional witness  
20 In accordance with clause 22(d) and (e) of the Christchurch 

Replacement District Plan Hearings Procedures, counsel for the 
Submitters seeks leave to cross examine John Cumberpatch on 
behalf of the Diocese and Tailorspace. 

21 It is estimated that 10 minutes in total will be sufficient.   

22 This memorandum has been copied to counsel for the Council and 
the Crown. 

Dated:  27 January 2016 

 

 
_______________________________ 
JM Appleyard  
Counsel for Greg & Mia Gaba,  
The Roman Catholic Bishop Of The Diocese  
of Christchurch and Tailorspace Property Limited 


